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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 

The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its 
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time 
being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn 
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 

The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. It produces a Bulletin of articles of local 
interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well 
received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and 
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and has undertaken initiatives to promote 
citizenship education in local schools. It has held six exhibitions, planted trees, restored the 
churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial, financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High 
Street. It has also produced surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by 
the mass grave of victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery and historical guide-maps in 
the High Street, and presented seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and 
the High Street. It has published a book of reminiscences, three sets of postcards reproducing old 
photographs and three town trails (one of them also in French) and, with the Town Council, 
established the now independent Town Museum. 

The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and is a member of the Federation of Sussex 
Amenity Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request. 

The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; 
the larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on I 
January every year (except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form 
standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value by 28% at no cost to themselves. Persons 
wishing only to receive the Bulletin can do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in 
advance to the Editor (address on cover). 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	 No. 92 (Autumn 2007) 

EDITORIAL 

This number is devoted almost entirely to Mr David Gould's recollections of working at our public 
library in the days when, as older residents will remember, it was housed in Southwick House, 
London Road. They will probably recall some of the people mentioned, perhaps adding more from 
their own memories. Mr Gould's characteristic attention to detail, checking facts where possible, 
makes it a valuable record of the working of a not untypical small-town library of its period, before 
transformation by computers, photocopiers, etc., and thus worthy of preservation for posterity in our 
pages. Taking advantage of the lack of room for any other major articles, the rest of the space is 
used for belated development of subjects tackled in earlier issues. 

TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO 

The editorial in Newsletter 18 (November 1982) expressed 'justifiable pride as we approach 
our fifteenth anniversary in April 1983 that the local Museum which we rather hesitantly launched in 
1976 at the Town Council's invitation ... is now able to stand on its own feet with its trust deed 
guaranteeing that its collections will be cared for and preserved for ever according to law'. Most 
space was devoted to facts and opinions on current developments, especially the widened pavements 
in London Road. The Chamber of Commerce's complaint that the county council ignored its views 
but listened to ours was rebutted with details of our planning sub-committee's expertise and 
procedures. Newsletter 19 (January 1983) consisted largely of further news of and comments on 
the latest developments and plans. 

COVER PICTURE: Postcard Z588 in the 'Reality' series of A. & G. Taylor of 70 & 78 Queen 
Victoria Street, London, posted here on 9 April 1906, It is becoming increasingly difficult to find 
suitable cover illustrations that will reproduce well with the technology available to us but at least this 
one is appropriate if anyone is contemplating giving membership of our Society, or a Bulletin-only 
subscription as a present. (Well, why not? Christmas is coming up.) 

AS OTHERS SAW US, FIFTY YEARS AGO (32): 'Dorset House, an early Georgian building of 
fine scale and generous fenestration, lives harmoniously with its direct architectural opposites nearby, 
Amherst House and Cromwell House, half-timbered and roofed with the lovely Horsham stone. 
This stretch of street teaches the happy lesson that it takes more than a gulf of two hundred years to 
make good buildings unfriendly to one another.' - R. Lawrence & R. Tumor, Vision of England: 
Surrey-Sussex (1957), p. 13 . 

PLENTY OF CHOICE FOR 
TO WN SHOPPERS   

AS WE SAW 
OURSELVES, 
TWENTY FIVE 
YEARS AGO (22): 

Reader's letter, 
East Grinstead 
Courier, 14 January 
1982. 

Our readers might like 
to calculate what 
the scores are today.  

MR PETER L. Steer states that 
our town has been ruined 
(Courier, December 24). This is a 
matter of opinion which does not 
appear to be endorsed by the re-
cent expansion of Boots, Marley, 
NSS or the newcomer Robert 
Dyas in Boots old premises. 

For the enlightenment of Mr 
Steer, who deplores the loss of 
the open market and complains 
of the poor quality shopping, 
lack of choice etc. in the town, I 
list the following - 

Three good class food stores 
including meat and vegetables. 

Four butchers with choice of 
home-killed meat. 

Four fruit and vegetable shops 
with advantage of self selection. 

Eight house furnishers, carpets 
and lighting shops. 

Nine footware shops. 
Six gents outfitters. 
Twelve ladies dress / fashion 

shops. 
Plus general hardware, tools, 

glass specialist, chemists, 
restaurants, take-aways, florists,  

estate agents, building societies, 
banks, jewellers, etc. 

For years shoppers have ex-
pressed a wish for Marks & 
Spencer to come to East 
Grinstead. I only hope M & S 
have not read Mr Steer's letter, it 
could be off-putting. 

E. W. MARTELL 
Double Dee 
Felbridge 
East Grinstead 



WORKING AT EAST GRINSTEAD LIBRARY, 1963-66 	 David Gould 

Having decided that library work would be a pleasant way of earning a living, I went for an 
interview at East Sussex county library headquarters at Southdown House, St Anne's Crescent, 
Lewes, in May 1963. The county librarian, R.T.G. Rowsell, and his deputy, John Saunders, 
interviewed me and, after asking some searching questions. e.g. 'Are you strong?', decided to give 
me a job at the East Grinstead branch. Presumably there was a vacancy which had been advertised. 
I started work at Southwick House, London Road, on Tuesday 6 August 1963, ensuring that I 
wouldn't be late on my first day by travelling on the bus from the Red Barn, Blindley Heath, half an 
hour earlier than necessary. (I then lived in Tandridge Lane.) Miss C.J. Ellis was the branch 
librarian, aged about 55. I was nearly 17. 

I liked the idea or working slightly irregular hours and also the fact that my day off was a 
Monday. One week in four I worked on the Monday and had Saturday off. What I did not like 
was the long Friday, on which one worked through from 9 am. till 8 p.m. The hours were 40 and 
45 in each alternate week. Saturday work was very arduous as there was a constant stream of 
borrowers all morning, easing off around lunchtime, back again all afternoon, easing off after 5. 
On some Fridays one had the morning off and started at 2. On other days the pace was more 
leisurely and one went off duty at 5 (leaving a skeleton staff to work the final hour) or 6. 

With no qualifications apart from 3 0 Levels I was merely a junior library assistant, and the 
rather poor pay, less than £6 a week, reflected this lowly status. My duties included shelving, 
booking-in, booking-out, and answering queries to the best of my knowledge. I could not afford to 
use the 409 bus from and to the Red Barn every day, and in any case on Fridays and Saturdays there 
was no conveniently-timed bus home, so on three days per week I cycled from and to Tandridge 
Lane, varying the route each day to avoid tedium. These routes were: via Lingfield and Felcourt, 6 
miles each way; via Blindley Heath, Newchapel and Felbridge, 08 miles each way; via Lingfield, 
Newchapel and Feibridge, 7 1/4 miles each way. My bus days were usually Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, 8.30 from Red Barn, 5.06 or 6.06 from Southwick House. It was a good service still in 
the mid-i 960s, although expensive, there being no return fares. 

On a 'long' Friday, to keep up the necessary stamina, it was my custom to have a cooked 
meal for lunch at the Windsor Rendezvous restaurant, 200 London Road. It usually cost three 
shillings. The chef there was a borrower at the library. 

On arrival at 9 one spent the first hour shelving books until public opening at 10. One had a 
mid-morning break of 15 minutes, an hour for lunch, and an afternoon break of 15 minutes, or 30 on 
a 'long' Friday. During my lunch-breaks I didn't see much of the town but occasionally I would 
eat my sandwiches on King George's Field and perhaps see a diesel train chugging past at about 
12.25. Once a month I walked or cycled up to Barclays Bank armed with my cheque, which I was 
able to cash there without formality. In those days I was scarcely aware of my surroundings but 
even I couldn't help noticing that on my route there did seem to be a remarkable number of churches. 
The Methodist, the Strict Baptist, the Congregational, the Roman Catholic - all these edifices were 
prominent. 

Working conditions at Southwick House were not great. One was on one's feet almost the 
whole time, though it was sometimes possible to 'book-out' perched on a stool. Flipping through 
the trays of borrowers' tickets all day soon played havoc with the cuticles of the hands. In the end I 
grew to detest the job, though stuck it as long as possible until one day in 1966 Messrs Rowsell and 
Saunders came along to have a few words to the effect that, if I didn't tender my resignation jolly 
soon, I should be dismissed. My last day at Southwick House was Saturday 25 June 1966. 
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ENTRANCE 

Southwick House, a former villa 
on the north-east side of London 
Road near the Lingfield Road 
junction, had been adapted in 
1950 as a public library - though 
only on the ground floor - and, 
not surprisingly, was far from 
ideal for the purpose. One 
could 	fairly 	describe 	the 
accommodation as rambling. In 

	

STEPS 	addition the reference room and 

H UP 	part of the children's section were 
on a lower level than the main 
part. 	Upstairs were police flats, 
from 	which 	occasionally 
emanated odd thumps and bumps. 
My drawing shows the lay-out 

DISPLAY 
better than any attempt at verbal 

SHELF description, though I must warn 
that, although the outline is 
correct as to proportions, almost 
everything else is from memory - 
and it is 44 years ago. 

- - - - Certainly, shelving lined every 
available inch of wall-space, but 
the position of free-standing 
bookcases is not entirely certain. 

PLAN, as in 1963-64, based partly on photographs but chiefly memory. Black squares were pillars. 

Because all the windows had been bricked up, leaving only small toplights, it was necessary 
to have the fluorescent lighting on all day - very tiring for the eyes. I had always assumed the 
modification had been made to give more shelving space, but the bricking-up had been done when 
the building was being used by the A.R.P. during the war. In contrast the reference room, being 
single-storey and not part of the original house, did have good natural lighting thanks to a skylight. 

The location, half a mile from the town centre, was a source of occasional complaint, or at 
least comment. 	The frontage was somewhat gloomy and forbidding, and in front of the entrance 
stood a large monkey-puzzle tree, which eventually died and was gone by 1980. 	The building 
featured mainly reddish-brown brickwork with decorative courses in creamy yellow. 

As one entered the foyer one noted the rather risible notice 'NO DOGS SMOKING PRAMS'. 
The foyer was used for such things as spare jackets of new books and notices of forthcoming events. 
Immediately behind the foyer were the counters with their glazed draught-screen. 

Floor-covering was brown linoleum and the slope leading to the reference room had ribbed 
non-slip black rubber. Interior decor was mainly grey until about 1965, when Miss Ellis decided to 
have the whole lot, walls, pillars and all, repainted in what I thought a most vile shade of yellow. 



Shelving, counters, tables, chairs and card-index cabinets were all timber, some of it probably 
oak, to my mind the most attractive feature of the library. Sad to think of that beautiful wood going 
on the bonfire after the library finally closed on the evening of Tuesday 13 December 1983. The 
then staff planned to photograph the very last borrower and, by hanging around until everyone else 
was gone, I made sure that last borrower was me. Angela Levy stamped my book, and later 
Margaret Lynn let me have a print. 

After standing empty for over a year the building was demolished in March 1985. 

THE BOOKS 

According to the 1962/63 directory of East Grinstead the library had a stock of about 25,000 
books. 	Of these, by far the most popular with borrowers was fiction. 	No attempt was made to 
group them by categories, such as science fiction, romance or westerns. Instead they were kept in 
alphabetical order by author. Mills & Boon were the specialists for romantic fiction (which, oddly 
I thought, was read by females of widely differing ages: teenage girls and old ladies). Robert Hale 
also published quantities of romances as well as westerns and mysteries. Boardman published a 
huge series of 'Bloodhound Mysteries'. Around the shelves were dotted numerous Gollancz books 
with their distinctive yellow unillustrated jackets. 	Gollancz were the masters of blurb writing but 
the novels themselves were mostly U.S. reprints. 	A very popular series was the 'Jalna' saga by 
Mazo de la Roche. 

'Classics', regarded as literature rather than fiction, did have a separate sequence, but I never 
could see why Emile Zola counted as classic while H.G. Wells did not. Collins classics vied with 
Everyman for shelf space in the literature section. 

Next in popularity after fiction was biography. 	Such books were classed outside the strict 
Dewey system and given letter codes, 'B' followed by the first three letters of the surname of the 
person written about. One particular book I recall, classed B CHU, was a new biography of 
Churchill's wife, My Darling Clementine, which was on the waiting list for ages. 

Other books that were frequently taken out were those one might call light non-fiction, a good 
example being the country life books of 'Miss Read', which were constantly being asked for. Dr 
Dennison's book, published in 1963, A Cottage Hospital Grows Up, was also much in demand and 
had a long waiting list, as did any book about Sir Archibald Mclndoe. 

Most of the non-fiction was kept in the reference room, along with the very limited provision 
for local studies. Apart from a complete run of the Sussex County Magazine together with Sussex 
Archaeological Collections, Sussex Notes and Queries and the Victoria county History, there was 
little else. Hills's History of East Grinstead was deemed too valuable to be on open shelves but 
was available on demand. Possibly there was more than one copy. 

Oversize books - which Miss Ellis always called outsize books - had to be shelved in their 
own sequence, their Dewey number preceded by 'Q' to distinguish them from normal-sized books. 
Miss Ellis could not abide the practice of shelving books on their sides if they would not fit the 
standard shelf Why 'Q'? It stood for quarto - although several of the oversize books were even 
larger than that. 

'Naughty' books such as Lady Chatterley 's Lover were not found on open shelves but kept in 
Miss Ellis's office along with valuable or scarce books. They were available on request. 



Newspapers and periodicals were kept in the reference room and retained for a month or two 
before being thrown out. The only ones I can remember were The Times, The East Grinstead 
Courier, The East Grinstead Observer, Blackwoods Magazine, The Economist, The New Statesman, 
The Spectator, Sussex Life and Which? - and possibly Country Life, The Field and The Illustrated 
London News but I'm not sure. Back copies of the Courier had been kept since August 1959 and 
the Observer since June 1960, all wrapped in brown-paper parcels and kept 'out the back'. During 
1964-65 I had the task of wrapping up more of these parcels, which were kept until 1984. Sussex 
Life was also retained. 

MANAGEMENT 

Normally headquarters decided which books to send to East Grinstead and other branches. 
They came by van. Each contained its catalogue cards already stencilled by H.Q., one for the 
author, one for the subject and sometimes one or two extra for a cross-reference subject if more than 
one was treated in the book in question. 	The branch librarian had a certain amount of autonomy 
and could order extra copies if there was a demand. 	I always found new books a joy to handle in 
their pristine state, as yet unsullied by date-stamps, general wear and tear, and scraps of borrowers' 
breakfast stuck between the pages. New books had a delightful smell too. 

Occasionally members of the public would donate books, which then had to be catalogued 
and classified by either Miss Ellis or David Pearson. I gained the impression that Miss Ellis was 
not exactly thrilled to add secondhand books to stock, and many were withdrawn after a decent 
interval. 

A never-ending task was re-shelving books after their return from borrowers and checking 
that every book already on the shelves was in its proper Dewey order [by shelf-mark]. Each staff 
member was allocated a section which he or she was responsible for keeping 'tidy'. David Pearson 
looked after the 700s on the ramp, Roland Barker the 900s in their alcove, Marlene Robbins the 
whole of the juvenile section, Sally McGechie fiction authors A-L, and I did fiction authors M-Z. 
On my first day Miss Ellis told me to 'tidy' these books. Later I learned this was her vague way of 
meaning that the authors' names had to be in strict alphabetical order and that all the books should be 
pulled out to the front of the shelves so that their spines were all in a straight line. (Little children 
delighted in going round pushing all the books to the back!) 

One or two ladies used to come in during late evenings and voluntarily shelve books for us. 
I got the impression that Miss Ellis did not much care for these volunteers, who seemed to be 
hangovers from the reign of Mr Still, a highly regarded branch librarian who presumably had had no 
objection to them. 

Every book in East Sussex libraries was identified by a copy letter. 	New books normally 
were allocated thus: 'a' to Lewes, 'b' Bexhill. 'c' Haywards Heath, 'd' East Grinstead, suggesting 
our branch was the third largest in the county. Lewes library at headquarters was not open to the 
public; its huge store of books was available only to borrowers making reservations at the branches. 
In 1964 new books sent to East Grinstead were inscribed 'e' instead of 'd' but all books retained their 
initially allocated letters throughout their life. 

Books that were not much taken out were soon withdrawn. 'Send them to Bexhill' was the 
usual instruction. The more popular books, when showing signs of tiredness, would be sent to 
various specialist library bookbinders for complete rebinding and returned as good as new although 
without their jackets. In contrast, the Berkshire Binding Co. would re-case and re-trim, reusing the 
Jacket, which would be protected by lamination. Re-casing was a slightly cheaper alternative to 
full rebinding and so was much used for light fiction. 
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THE CATALOGUE 

E;] 

Every book in stock was classified under the Dewey decimal system and 
catalogued on 5"0" cards filed in drawers in three separate sequences: non-
fiction authors, non-fiction subjects (including any cross-references) and fiction 
authors. Consequently there were more cards than books and they took up a 
fair amount of space. Compiling the cards took much time and thought but 
they were little used by the public, most of whom probably found them hard to 
interpret. They were of more use to the staff, especially when borrowers 
asked them what books there were on a particular subject. 

THE SYSTEM 

The whole process of keeping a record of all books issued was known as 
the Brown System, although I was unaware of that at the time. It was a 
completely manual one, no other being known. 

Booking out: Each book had a small buff card-pocket stuck in at the 
bottom left-hand corner of the inside of the cover. In it was a book-card, 
colour-coded to ease identification: orange for adult non-fiction, pink for adult 
fiction, white for junior non-fiction and yellow for junior fiction. The card 
contained basic details of the book, namely class number (or 'F' for fiction), 
author, title and branch copy letter. 

EAST SUSSEX CO 
EAST GRINSTEAD fl 

SOUTHWICE 

LONDON 

EAST GRII' 

Td. H. GflmI 

I note that w,-  have 
the above, although now 
overdue, and a previous 
been made. 

I shall be much obl 
this matter your imedia 
which it must be referre 
Librarian. 

Yours fe.itl 

At the booking-out point the borrower presented his or her books - 
maximum four per person - for stamping. 	Each borrower had up to four 
tickets, which were green and of a similar design to the book pocket, and  
surrendered one for each book taken. The staff member removed the book- 
card, placed it in the borrower's ticket and stamped the book, seeing that the date was as close as 
possible underneath the previous date on the date-stamp sheet pasted in on the recto. Three weeks 
were allowed unless the book had a waiting list; if so, only two weeks were given. It was essential 
to ensure that the date on the stamp was changed every day. 

The book-cards were filed in narrow wooden trays in separate sequences for each colour- 
coded category. 	Towards the end of the day they were taken across to the booking-in point and 
placed to the right of similar trays containing the 'issue', as it was called, for previous days. 	These 
trays were arranged in date order from left to right, the cards for each date being filed in class-
number order with fiction in its own sequence. 

	

Booking in: This counter was on the left-hand side as one came in. 	The borrower 
presented his books on the counter and the staff member first ascertained the date they were due 
back. One would then go to whichever issue tray displayed the relevant date, search for the 
combined borrower's ticket and book-card and, when found, hand the borrower his ticket and restore 
the book-card to its book pocket. Occasionally the ticket would prove hard to find, perhaps 
because wrongly filed in a double sequence, which could happen when the issued was being 'pushed 
up'. Pushing up was another necessary chore, since during the day as cards were returned those in 
the tray were reduced in number andgot slack, so those remaining had to be transferred from tray to 
tray to tighten them up and make room for that day's issue. Returned books were placed in the 
returned books trolley until they could be restore to the shelves in their proper order - if the 
borrowers didn't grab them first. 

Fines were levied for overdue books at a rate increasing by the week, so that if the book was 
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THE BORROWERS 

I note that we have not yet received 
the above, although now more than 4  weeks 
overdue, and a previous application having 
been made. 

I shall be much obliged if you will give 
this matter your immediate attention,failing 
which it must be referred to the County 
Librarian. 

Yours faithfully, 

Branch Librarian. 

ae increasing by the week, so that if the book was 



just one day late the fine was the same as if it were six days late. 	I took great 

1 delight in fining any borrower who had just returned twelve books one day 
late. 	On the overdue reminder letter (reproduced adjoining) the titles were 

7 typed into the space above the stencilled section and Miss Ellis added her 
signature. 	If the borrower still failed to return the books he was blacklisted 

LINTY LIBRARY 
and forfeited the right to borrow any more unless and until they were returned. RANCH LIBRARY 

HOUSE never heard of anyone being prosecuted for this offence. 	It was accepted 
ROAD that a certain number of books would always go missing and they were just 

md 1342 written off, their catalogue cards eventually being withdrawn. 

If a borrower - or the library - lost or mislaid a ticket, a temporary one 
could be made out. 	This was merely a slip of white card, cut from scrap, 
with a paper-clip attached to the bottom to hold the book-card. 	At least one 
borrower had a large number of temporary cards so that she could take out 
more than four books, and I was somewhat surprised that Miss Ellis allowed 
this abuse of the system to continue. 	Staff, however, could borrow as many 
books as they liked provided they were not required by the public. 	It was 

not yet received 
more than 4 weeks 

. 	 . 	 - 

about the only 'perk' of the job. 
application having 

Any book not required for another borrower could be renewed, that is have its 
.iged if you will give 
.te attention,failing time out on loan extended. 	The borrower could bring it into have it stamped 
d to the County or could telephone the library with the book's details. 	The assistant would 

Lfu1lT, then put a slip of card with the new date inside the borrower's ticket and book- 
card in the tray. 

Branch Librarian. 

Joining: People could join the library without formality, though they had to 
- 	

be living in the town or near it. Surrey and Kent residents were accepted as 
well if they were reasonably near the boundaries. 	Roy Adderley [branch librarian 1970-83] 
informs me that Surrey county council paid East Sussex for this facility but Kent did not. 	It was 
usual to ask the prospective joiner 'Are you on the voters' list?' but 1 don't believe any check was 
made. Initially each borrower was given two tickets but could have up to two more on demand. 

Reservations: Any book could be reserved for a small fee. If it was not on the shelves one 
then searched each day's issue and on finding the book-card inserted a blue slip to indicate that the 
book, when returned, should be put under the counter. 	The card filled in by the borrower would 
then be posted to him. 	If there was a waiting list - as there usually was for any new or popular 
book - the borrower was allowed only two weeks instead of the usual three before it had to be 
returned. 

If the book reserved was not in East Grinstead's stock the reservation card had to go to head-
quarters, which would then notify whichever branch in the county did have a copy, which that branch 
would then forward. It was all very time-consuming and indeed expensive but there was no other 
way of doing it. Books and stationery were delivered to East Grinstead by weekly van from Lewes. 

Stationery: The amount of stationery that had to be ordered from headquarters was large: 
tickets, book-cards (these became very creased after a year or two and needed replacement), date-
stamp sheets, pre-printed overdue reminders, ink for the date-stamp pads, blank cards for on-the-spot 
cataloguing, postage stamps, and probably many other items I've forgotten. As I recall, Ingrid 
Crossman was responsible for ordering the stationery. 

THE BORROWERS 
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What a mixed bag they were! 	The model borrower would place books on the counter the 
right way round for the staff member to deal with, but many others never gave such things a thought. 
Some were very demanding, expecting staff to find books for them. Others seemed too lazy or too 
dim to know what books they wanted. In particular I recall the woman who regularly requested 'a 
nice book' for whom any old romance would do. Irate borrowers were best passed over to Miss 
Ellis, for they were happy to be attended to by someone senior even if juniors were considered too 
stupid. It was Roland Barker who told me that the public generally regarded library assistants as 
only slightly higher in status than shop assistants. 

Miss Ellis told me that, when asking a member of staff where a particular book was to be 
found, the public never said in the first instance exactly what they wanted. 	It had to be sort of 
prised out of them. 	For example, someone might ask 'Where are the travel books kept?' when 
what he actually wanted was, let us say, The Worst Journey in the World by Cherry-Garrard. 

During my time at Southwick House I seem to have missed seeing most of the well-known 
people of the town such as Patrick Moore or Lady Beeching or various Urban District councillors. 
Prominent people I do recall include councillor James Pat Connor. the Rev. Leslie G. Craze 
[Methodist minister], Dr John Petrie, the town's medical officer of health, and Herman Volk. He 
was a son of Magnus Volk the electric railway pioneer and I was most excited by the chance to have 
a few words with him, although he was less interested in the railway than in aviation. I remember 
Miss Marguerite Blount of Tilkhurst coming in - a strikingly tall and angular lady who left no one in 
any doubt how her surname should be pronounced [Blunt]. 

Other, less well known, people are also recalled, mainly because they had unusual or, to me, 
funny names that stick in the mind even after 44 years: Mrs Banyard (whose name on the tickets 
was occasionally rendered as Barnyard, somewhat to her displeasure), Percy Barguss, John 
Cakebread, Eric Humerston (often rendered as Hummerston), Harold Lipop, Miss Meggy, Mrs Iris 
Playfoot and several members of the Puddephatt clan. I used to see these names on the tickets but I 
can't recall the borrowers themselves, except Mrs Playfoot, who lived at Southwick Close and 
worshipped at St Mary's. 

One gentleman whom it was a great thrill to meet was Roy Cross, then of Blindley Heath. I 
knew the name very well, for he had been a centre-spread 'cutaway' artist in Eagle during 1959-61. 
He came in one day seeking information on railways for a book he had been commissioned to write 
and illustrate for children entitled Speed. For my small assistance he eventually brought me a 
complimentary copy, which I still possess. 

For most of the week we saw mainly female or elderly borrowers. 	On late-opening 
evenings the male visitors increased in number and, as many of them had clearly just come off trains 
from London, there was no doubt that having the library open until 8 on Mondays and Fridays was of 
great benefit to them. Otherwise, Saturday was the only day that people working in London could 
use the library, and many of them did. 

Occasionally someone would come in very near to closing time and then ask some abstruse 
question. It could be quite tricky shooing away such people, who perhaps forgot that the staff 
would like to go home! About two minutes before closing time up would go the cry 'The library is 
closing now' and I would look in at the reference room to make the same announcement if anyone 
there seemed reluctant to leave. Switching off the lights was the most effective way of hinting that 
it was time to go. 

THE STAFF 



Christabel Joan Ellis - always 'Miss Ellis', as no junior would have dared to address her by 
her forename, even if it had been known as branch librarian was the immediate boss. Very little 
was known about her, though it was believed she attended Moat Church and lived somewhere in 
Moat Road. Roy Adderley believes she had previously worked in an academic library, but it was 
the B.B.C. library according to his assistant Margaret Lynn. His predecessor, Ann Lloyd, told him 
Miss Ellis had ordered large numbers of poetry books which hardly ever went out. This is 
surprising, as from what I recall she was very keen on withdrawing books that were seldom read, as 
well as those that had become dirt-encrusted. 

I think Miss Ellis did not really get on with any of her staff, particularly those without 
qualifications, and she didn't much like the boys who were my colleagues. 	Most certainly she 
disliked me almost from the start and lost no opportunity to criticise. 	I was reasonably 
conscientious, always on time for work, but too slow for her liking, for when I was searching for 
tickets she would be at my side saying 'Buck up!' or 'Come on!'. If I was on the booking-out 
counter and, not blessed with eyes at the back of my head, failed to see a borrower at the booking-in 
counter, she would mutter in an irritable way 'There's someone waiting'. It didn't help that a pillar 
tended to block the view (see plan). 

She had a shuffling gait, the sound of which warned us she was coming up the slope, and as 
she seemed to snoop around a great deal I nicknamed her Snoopy not to her face, I need hardly say. 

She worked the same number of hours as everyone else, and her late-evening day was 
Monday. Her day off was Thursday. At busy times she helped with booking-in and -out but 
avoided this when possible, not really liking dealing with the public but preferring the privacy of her 
office, in which she could type catalogue cards in peace. 

After a while it seemed she regarded me as too dim to deal with queries from the public - for 
example, where to find a book on such-and-such a subject - and, although I was by then fairly 
familiar with the location of most books, she ordered me to pass on such queries to another member 
of staff. On one occasion at lunchtime she was walking along London Road and I happened to pass 
her on my bicycle. Afterwards she remarked, with amusement laced with sarcasm, 'I've never seen 
you move so quickly'. 

It is fair to say she was at least instrumental in causing my growing disenchantment with the 
job, although certain members of the public helped. 	Another who had the misfortune to work 
under her, Diana Towers (senior but unqualified), was also treated with a certain disdain. 	Mrs 
Towers told me 'Miss Ellis was very much aware of her importance'. 

C.J. Ellis was branch librarian from 1962 to 69. After her retirement she became a member 
of the East Grinstead Society and regularly stewarded at its annual exhibitions in the 1970s. By 
1980 she had moved to 12 Southwick Close. She died on 21 April 1988 aged 80. 

Mrs J. Wray was the part-time deputy librarian, who always arrived at 9.30 rather than 9. 
She was pleasant enough but senior, so she too was not addressed by her forename. After a while - 
about 1965 - she was replaced by the hoity-toity Gillian Hollingsbee, who, although only a few 
years older than the rest of us, reinforced her status as deputy librarian by insisting on being 
addressed as Miss Hollingsbee, much to the disgust of David Pearson. She rode a moped and I 
believe came from Crawley Down. She was not popular. 

David Pearson, who at 19 was two years older than I, was outwardly a jovial fellow who 
kept the rest of us amused but inwardly very frustrated because he wanted desperately to advance his 
career and not be stuck in the rut that was East Grinstead branch library. He was stout and 
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bespectacled, like his Scottish mother but not his Sussex-born father, who was a nurseryman. They 
lived in Chapel Lane, Forest Row. David travelled to and from work, also going home for lunch, 
on a large motorcycle. He had a distinctive chuckle that sounded like 'yuk yuk yuk' and was very 
tolerant and good-natured. 

One of his duties was to cut the stencils for any notices of new or forthcoming books. 	He 
would do this in the farthest corner of the children's library so as not to be disturbed. 	He would 
then churn out multiple copies on a cyclostyle [a kind of duplicating machine] and while so doing 
had the curious habit of working his jaw up and down, mouth slightly open. He did that also when 
working on the booking-in counter. 

Another job he did - possibly on his own initiative - was to re-plan the rotas for the whole 
staff, as from January 1964. From now on we would all have one Saturday off in three, instead of 
four as previously; total hours worked remained the same. His day off was Wednesday normally. 

Having some qualifications, he was able to type some catalogue cards, mainly for fiction. 
This is not as easy as it sounds, for there are strict rules how they are set out. 

Around 1965-66 he was off sick for several weeks, and naturally, as a friend, I was anxious to 
know what was wrong. 	When I enquired, Miss Ellis was evasive. 	'He's been very ill' was all 
she said. 	Eventually I found out: he had suffered a nervous breakdown, presumably caused by 
those frustrations I mentioned earlier. 	He had disguised the fact that he had come to hate the job, 
though he was still there when I left in June 1966. 	Probably he had left by 1968, however, and 
years later Miss Ellis told me he had emigrated to New Zealand. 

Roland Barker, aged 21, was a complete opposite to David: slim, slightly-built, lithe, with 
a studious mien, and bespectacled. He lived with his father, an Essex-born groundsman who often 
called him 'Boy', in Climping Road, Ifield and travelled to and from work by train, with a change at 
Three Bridges. It was an awkward journey, with a longish walk at each end, but at least the trains 
fitted in quite well with library hours. 	His interests were unusual for one of his age: history, 
genealogy, architecture, churches, windmills and Wagner. 	He was an ardent monarchist and 
maintained that Burke's Peerage was superior to Debrett's. 	He collected picture-postcards, and 
once we visited Brighton and he introduced me to the Lanes and a shop selling old postcards which 
had a bargain basement for such items. Although serious-minded, he was not without a certain 
impish sense of humour and whimsy. I once said to him 'Miss Ellis moves in mysterious ways, her 
wonders to perform' and he thought that was very funny. 

Roland wore sandals at work and convinced me to do the same as the job was hard on the 
feet. He used to say a trained monkey could deal with the daily issue. At lunchtime in the staff-
room he would always heat up some soup for himself and consume it from a dish perched on his lap. 

His catch phrase was 'poor soul' and he claimed to be able to spot a Roman Catholic on sight. 
His normal day off was Tuesday. Probably he left by the end of 1966, for once the railway had 
closed it would have been a tedious and difficult operation, as well as expensive, to get to East 
Grinstead from Ifield by bus. 

What became of him I have no idea, never once having seen him since June 1966. 

Ingrid Crossman was a devastatingly good-looking girl with dark hair, brown eyes and a 
pleasant voice but was not especially friendly or approachable. 	David Pearson told me he had 
attempted to make advances but had been given the brush-off. 	She was an efficient worker and 
Miss Ellis would have had nothing to complain about. 	I remember that whenever Mrs Playfoot 
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came in Ingrid would ask her 'And how's Father Playfoot?' [a retired priest] as he was not in the best 
of health. Ingrid always remembered Mr J.G. Still, branch librarian 1957-6 1, with affection. 

Marlene Robbins was in her mid-20s. 	She had been a staff member longer than anyone 
else at the time of my arrival and was still there in 1970-71. 	She was quiet and didn't smile very 
often. According to Roy Adderley she was a Baptist, so that might account for her slightly austere 
personality. She seemed happy enough in the children's library, her special responsibility. 

Sally McGechie joined the staff in 1964. 	Aged about 18 and with the most soulful eyes I 
have ever seen, she was the daughter of councillor Robert McGechie of 246 Holtye Road, the 
manager of Caffyns garage in King Street. 	She was very friendly, slightly scatter-brained and, 
being a little highly-strung, suffered a lot of teasing from Roland and me. 	Sally once admitted to 
being so entranced by the name of a certain science-fiction author that while tidying the fiction A-L 
shelves would mutter to herself 'Bush..., James Bush...'. She was in the Sackville Players and I 
recall her trying to learn her lines for a forthcoming play which David and I went to see at the Parish 
Halls. 

Another junior assistant joined the staff early in 1966 but unfortunately I have forgotten his 
name. 	Aged about 19, as I was by then, he was a real live wire, not at all the sort of person one 
expects to find working in a public library. 	He was bright without appearing studious, irreverent 
without being cheeky. 

Readers will be wanting to know if there were any 'goings-on' behind the staff-room door. 
Alas, no; we must have been a staid bunch! 	Our relationship was purely that of colleagues and 
there was nothing of a sexual nature. 	The only vice, if one can call it that, is that three of us did 
smoke the occasional cigarette in the staff-room. 

Apart from Miss Ellis, whom I did meet a couple of times after I came to live in East 
Grinstead in 1980, I have not been able to renew the acquaintance of a single one of my colleagues 
from 1963 to 66. Where are they all? 

FINIS 

As stated earlier, in about May 1966 I was more or less compelled to give a month's notice, 
the alternative being that Rowsell and Saunders would give me a month's notice. They explained 
that the former action would enable me to 'save face' and avoid the shame of being sacked. I don't 
know how they came to hear of my unsatisfactory performance but can only assume that Miss Ellis 
had reported me to them, maybe more than once. 

When the day came, my colleagues, much to my surprise, presented me with a leaving 
present, a book-token for 30 shillings. I thought this was most generous, even if it was the tradition 
to give departing staff a good send-off. Were they genuinely sorry to see me go, or glad to see the 
back of me? 

Working at Southwick House may not have done much for my general 	well-being but it 
was an experience, and no experience is a complete waste of time. One result is my practice to this 
day of keeping my own books in Dewey order, with their spines in line with the front of the shelves. 

These recollections are as accurate as my memory will allow but I can't guarantee that they 
are free from error. I hope, however, that they will show what it felt like to be on the other side of 
the counter in East Grinstead's public library during the mid 1960s. 
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WORKING AT EAST GRINSTEAD LIBRARY: Acknowledgement is gratefully tendered to Roy 
Adderley and Diana Towers for their help in compiling the preceding article. For other references to the 
library in Southwick House see Bulletins 7 and 36. For a good general survey of British public libraries and 
their function in the 1960s I commend Lionel Roy McColvin, Libraries in Britain (London, Longmans Green, 
3rded., 1961). D.G. 

WORSTED FARM (Bulletins 90 and 91) 	 Heather Warne 

Written versions of words beginning with W [such as Oasted for Worsted] include Orde for 
Worth and 'od' for 'wood'. 	I tend to think the initial W was not lost in speech but was simply 
expressed by the Sussex '0', which was long and soft. 	If I try to do one it comes out as 'oow'. 
Whereas we book-learnt modern people nearly always express the intrinsic 'w' sound with a 'w' I 
don't think the vernacular occasional writers of the past always saw the need. For example, I have 
found what we spell as 'one' spelt as oon on or won. But I believe the 'w' sound was always there 
in the spoken word. So, I think the person who wrote Oasted was hearing in his head a thick 
bucolic [oo]Warrsted. 

As to the place-name, I think the place-name so-called experts' opinions are laboured and I'm 
not very sure about the writer's either. Why not first element from wir, wyr or wira, a British river-
name meaning winding river, or, by comparison with Wyrley. Staffs (Old English wir-ieah), which 
means bog-myrtle glade, why not bog-myrtle stead? The bog-myrtle element wir is also present in 
the Wirrall, Cheshire, and Worrall. Yorks (wir-hale), both of which mean the same. Worsted in 
Norfolk, however, is from wyrde-steda, a stead of or at the enclosure. (These are all from Ekwall's 
Concise Dictionaiy qf English Place-Names.) 

HOSKINS FARM (Bulletin 91) 	 M.J. Leppard 

In its entry for the East Grinstead Agricultural Society and Fat Stock Show the Sussex County 
Handbook for 1908 gives the address of the secretary and collector, W.R. Grayling, as Hoskins Farm. 
This must, however, be an accommodation address, for in the 1911 edition his address, still holding 
the same posts, is Glencoe. De La Wan Road, where he is also found, as collector of King's taxes, in 
the 1909 Kelly's directory. It is reasonable to conclude that Charles Smeed, farming and living at 
Hoskins throughout this time, was involved in running the society and show. 

E.J. Grainger, living at 'Hoskyns' in 1928, was at 28 St James's Road in the 1923 East 
Grinstead directory and assistant scoutmaster of the first East Grinstead troop. In the 1927 Kelly 
we have his full name, Edwin James Grainger, now at 71 Cantelupe Road. 

After being on the market for some time. Hoskins Farm was sold in September this year. 

C. & H. GASSON Bulletins 90 and 91) 	 M.J. Leppard 

I am grateful to Mr Horace Gasson's daughters for pointing out that they could not have been 
the 'big girls' who used to take me to Sunday School because at that time their family still lived in 
West Hill. All memories are fallible and all reminiscences are susceptible to correction. 

Working times were regulated by the 'hooter' (a steam whistle) at nearby Stenning' s timber 
yard. As recorded in the East Grinstead Courier of 14 March 1974 they were: 7.25 get ready; 
7.30 start work; 10.00 break (always known by the dialect term lunch); 10.10 start work again; 
1.00 dinner; 2.00 start work again; 5.30 stop work. Including 7.30 to 12.30 on Saturday this 
made a 50-hour working week. 
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THE TRAGIC VICAR 	 M.J. Leppard 

One of the commemorative portraits of former parishioners painted by the Rev. D.Y. 
Blakiston on the organ pipes in East Grinstead parish church was of his son Charles. 	Discussing 
them in Bulletin 89, I mentioned in passing the death of another of his sons. 	As if these were not 
tragedies enough, another son also met an untimely death during his ministry here (1871-1908) and 
other misfortunes befell him too. 

Charles, his second son, born 27 September 1863, was accidentally shot at Shrewsbury in 
October 1887.' 	William, the fourth and youngest son, born 14 March 1870, fell between the 
footboard of a train and the platform in London in October 1889.2 	I know no more about how 
either of these deaths happened. 	Neither was buried here, and the only memorial in the church is 
Charles's untitled portrait. John Lionel, the third son, born 24 June 1867, was killed 18 June 1896 
'in the Mazoe Valley in Mashonaland sacrificing his life for the safety of a party of settlers whom he 
had volunteered to bring into Fort Salisbury', according to his memorial in the parish church. 

Mr Blakiston was outlived by his eldest son and his youngest children, two daughters, but 
suffered other misfortunes too. There was a burglary at the vicarage on 18 August 1889, as a 
result of which a bulldog was left at large in the house. 3  Worse, the vicarage burnt to the ground on 
the night of 27 February 1908. He was liable for all the costs of rebuilding, estimated at £2500, but 
it was insured for only £1000 and he had 'practically no private means'. The churchwardens issued 
an appeal for funds for a new vicarage  and Mr Blakiston resigned, aged 75, and moved away. 

His changes to the services and re-ordering of the church had initially provoked controversy 
and in some quarters unpopularity but he had persisted for nearly four decades and was fondly 
remembered afterwards by many. Perhaps worst of all, though, for him, if it is true, 'folks said' the 
vicarage fire 'was his wife's fault - through drink. They were not very happy together. She said 
she married an artist, not a clergyman!' 

'A NATIVE' (A.S. Bridgiand) 	 M.J. Leppard 

The record of his baptism on 31 January 18756  provides the full name, Albert Stanford 
Bridgland, and probable year of birth of the man whose reminiscences of East Grinstead in the 1880s 
and 90s qualified him as the subject of an article in Bulletin 91. He wrote that his mother was a 
Stanford and that as a boy he lived in the Round Houses (the site of Constitutional Buildings) from 
whose casemented attic window he watched daily life in the main street below. Photographs by 
William Page of the Round Houses shortly before demolition in 189 17  clearly show his father's 
name, Richard Bridgiand, between the western front door and the window to its east, and a casement 
window to an attic at each end. One of the articles missing from the source I used in Bulletin 91, 
no.43, has been located as the main story on the front page of the East Grinstead Observer of 28 
November 19428,  a welcome anchor for dating the others reasonably accurately, given that there 
might not have been an instalment every week. A sight of those still untraced is much to be 
desired. 

REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead; Museum =  E.G. Town Museum; par. mag. = parish magazine 

E.G. par. mag., Nov. 1887; Thos Cramp, diary, 7 Oct. 1889 (now in Museum); G. Golding-Bird, E. G. and its parish 
church (4th ed., 1938), p.36 2 T. Cramp, diary, as in note 1 par. mag., Sept. 1889 unattnbuted newspaper 
cutting in my possession 5  Miss V.L. Dadd, born in the early 1890s, personal communication, 26 Aug. 1975 6 E.G. 
rr. mag, Feb. 1875 in Museum; that of the east elevation is reproduced in D. Gould, E.G.  and its Environs, p.54 

copy in Museum 



RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

LOCUS FOCUS, the journal of the Sussex Place-Names Net, vol.7, nos 1-2 (2003-07) is, most 
regrettably, the final issue, now that its editor, Professor Richard Coates, has left the University of 
Sussex for the University of the West of England. While maintaining high standards of scholarship, 
he had never disdained the efforts of amateurs such as your editor; the bibliography of recent 
literature therefore includes a rather embarrassing number of contributions to our pages. It also 
includes an article 'The Great Feld' by M.J. Leppard synthesising what he wrote on the subject in our 
Bulletins 81 and 82 and in East Grinstead Museum Compass nos 19 and 20 and incorporating 
subsequent reflections. 

EAST GRINSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 24 (Autumn 2007) consists almost entirely of 'a kind of 
augmented handlist' of East Grinstead photographers before the Second World War, bringing 
together previously scattered, and often unpublished, material to complement the Museum's current 
temporary exhibition on the subject. Local stationers who published picture-postcards are briefly 
listed, there is a bibliography of books of local photographs and relevant articles, and an up-date on 
the Museum's constantly expanding collection of photographic images. 	It is hoped the material 
assembled with serve as a basis for further study. 	The East Grinstead Historic Character 
Assessment Report [reviewed by the editor in Bulletin 911 is reviewed by Mr A.G. Dyson. 

THE FELBRIDGE & DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP has devoted its 'handout' 79 (May 2007), 
on eating and drinking establishments, entirely to those on the Sussex side of the county boundary, 
preceded by nearly four pages on the historical background from Roman times. An ill-advised 
attempt to use Latin terms, however, has produced maisons for mansiones and tabernas for tabernae. 
Concern to waste nothing that has been discovered means, not for the first time, that much of at best 
peripheral relevance is included. 	The first-hand recent information is the most valuable, because 
least likely to be easily discoverable in years to come. 	George Peter Packham in 1871 and George 
Hinde in 1878, both tentatively assigned to the brewery at North End, in fact held the Warwick at 23 
London Road. Trayton 'Dover' should be Trayton Foster. 

The twelfth edition of the EAST GRINSTEAD OFFICIAL GUIDE, published in October, is the 
usual updating of the previous text but particularly well produced and illustrated, notably the artist's 
view of the farmers' market by Tony Goddard. The STREET MAP included can also be obtained 
as a separate booklet. [75 n.p. and 20 n.p. respectively from shops, East Court and Museum] 

The EAST GRINSTEAD RESIDENTS' GUIDE for 2007-09, produced by Plus Publishing Services, 
is a useful listing of local facilities and organisations with full contact details though by no means 
complete; the places of worship, for example, do not include St Barnabas's, St Luke's and the 
Roman Catholic churches. It is off-peak trains that run half-hourly, not peak-time ones as stated; 
they are more frequent. [Free from shops and other outlets] 

OUR NAME-BANK is commended by Prof Coates in the issue of Locus Focus noticed above as 'a 
good idea that other bodies could profitably copy'. Gathering material for writing up Edward Steer 
in my East Grinstead Courier series 'Some people of East Grinstead' brought home to me the extent 
to which he has been forgotten, largely because pointedly excluded from his rival W.H. Hills's 
History of East Grinstead (1906) even though his reminiscences were drawn on for information. It 
was Edward Steer's efforts that gave the town effective opposition to its late-19th and early-20th 
century establishment and such publicly-funded amenities as council housing, electric street-lighting 
and Mount Noddy recreation ground. M.J.L. 
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